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We report on the symmetry-dependent Raman scattering studies of a FeSe single crystal over a broad
frequency range of 60−7000 cm−1. Our experimental data feature abundant excitation spectra of phonon, spin,
charge, and electronic degrees of freedom. The 207-cm−1 B1g mode, involving the out-of-plane vibrations of
the Fe ions, undergoes a large frequency shift by 14 cm−1 due to orbital-phonon coupling. The Raman spectra
are well separated into strongly symmetry-dependent excitations at energies below 3000 cm−1 and weakly
symmetry-dependent electron-hole excitations above 3000 cm−1. This is taken as evidence for the coexistence of
itinerant and localized spins. A prominent low-energy Raman response peaked at 531 cm−1 observed only in B2g
symmetry is interpreted in terms of coupled spin and charge quadrupole fluctuations. Our Raman results suggest
that the dichotomic character of electrons together with the small energy scale involved in orbital ordering of the
degenerated dxz and dyz orbitals promotes the intriguing physics of FeSe.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.99.075142
I. INTRODUCTION
The iron-chalcogenide FeSe represents an exceptional ex-
ample of Fe-based superconductors and enables us to ex-
plore the intriguing interplay between electronic nematicity
and superconductivity [1,2]. Originally, the nematic transition
which breaks the C4 lattice symmetry precedes an antifer-
romagnetic striped order at TN in many Fe-based supercon-
ductors. Nonetheless, the magnitude of structural distortions
is enhanced below TN, implying a mutual coupling between
structure and magnetism. In this spin-nematic scenario, spin
fluctuations related to the striped phase make a distinction be-
tween two perpendicular in-plane directions, thereby inducing
a tetragonal-to-orthorhombic transition [3–7].
Similarly to other iron-based systems, FeSe undergoes a
nematic transition at TS = 90 K on cooling, yet, unlike many
other Fe-based materials, the nematic order is not accompa-
nied by a (π ,0) antiferromagnetic order [8–11]. This poses a
challenge to the prevailing view on the magnetic origin of the
nematicity. Therefore, several alternative explanations for the
mechanism behind this transition have been suggested. There
exists some experimental evidence in favor of each view. This
includes the spontaneous orbital ordering of the Fe’s 3dxz and
3dyz orbitals [10–12], the quadrupolar order accompanying
the nematic order [13,14], and the formation of a quantum
paramagnet or quantum spin liquids due to strong frustration
[15–17].
In addition, angle-resolved photoemission and quasipar-
ticle interference studies in bulk FeSe give evidence for
orbital-selective superconducting pairing, signaling a close
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link between the orbital/nematic order and superconductivity
[18–23]. Despite the fact that there is no magnetic order in
FeSe at ambient pressure, significant magnetic fluctuations are
observed both around the stripe-type wave vector and around
the Néel-type wave vector over a broad energy range of 0–220
meV [24–28]. Polarized pump-probe spectroscopy shows the
persistence of nematic and magnetic fluctuations at least up
to 200 K [29]. This together with a rapidly growing spectral
weight of the low-energy magnetic fluctuations for temper-
atures below TS indicates the intimate coupling between the
magnetic fluctuations and the electronic structure [2,9,30–32].
There exist several earlier Raman works that report low-
lying charge nematic fluctuations, phonon anomalies, and
magnetic excitations, mainly focusing on characteristic fea-
tures of the individual excitations [33–37]. Notwithstanding, a
whole landscape of spin, charge, orbital, and phonon dynam-
ics has remained elusive. Thus, a simultaneous probe of all
possible types of collective excitations, covering a sufficiently
wide energy range, is highly requested for a more complete
understanding.
In this paper, we present polarization-resolved Raman scat-
tering results in a broad energy range of 60−7000 cm−1. We
obtain a rich set of phonon, spin, charge, and electron-hole
excitations, which show both a distinct symmetry dependence
and a marked temperature evolution through the nematic tran-
sition. Our Raman results uncover a dual nature of magnetic
excitations and intertwined couplings among all low-energy
excitations, bringing about an outstanding physics of FeSe.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Single crystals of FeSe were grown using the KCl-
AlCl3 flux technique as described in Ref. [11]. For Raman
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FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of the FeSe layer in the tetragonal phase composed of alternating Se atoms above and below the Fe plane. The solid blue
(dashed brown) square represents the one (two)-Fe unit cell. The arrows denote the polarization directions of the incident and scattered light
for the B1g and B2g symmetries. (b) Eigenvectors of the 183- and 207-cm−1 modes sketched together with dyz orbitals. The related amplitude
of the vibrations is represented by the length of the arrows. The brown (green) balls are the Fe (Se) atoms. (c) Temperature dependence of
phonon modes recorded in the B1g scattering channel. The solid lines at T = 300 K are the representative fits of the phonon peaks to a sum of
Voigt profiles. Temperature dependence of (d) the frequency ω(T ), (e) the full width at half maximum (T ), and (f) the integrated intensity
I (T ) for the 183-cm−1 A1g mode. (g) ω(T ), (h) (T ), and (i) I (T ) for the 207-cm−1 B1g mode. The solid lines in panels (d), (e), (g), and (h)
are calculated curves following an anharmonic model as described in the text. The solid lines in panels (f) and (i) are guides to the eye.
scattering measurements, samples with typical dimensions of
1 × 0.5 × 0.2 mm3 were cleaved parallel to the (110) plane
to obtain fresh surfaces and installed into a He flow cryostat
with a temperature range of T = 4−300 K. A laser beam
(λ = 532 nm) was focused to a few-micrometer-diameter spot
on the surface of the crystals using a 50-times-magnification
microscope objective. The scattered spectra were dispersed
and recorded by a micro-Raman spectrometer (Jobin Yvon,
LabRam) equipped with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled CCD.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Phonon anomalies
The high-T crystal phase of FeSe is described by the tetrag-
onal P4/nmm space group. Upon cooling through the nematic
phase transition, the tetragonal symmetry is transformed into
the orthorhombic Cmma symmetry by a spontaneous breaking
of the fourfold rotational symmetry. The orthorhombic unit
cell is rotated by 45◦ with respect to the tetragonal one.
Herein, we use x and y to assign tetragonal crystallographic
axes and a and b for the orthorhombic axes which are rotated
by 45◦ from the x and y axes, respectively.
According to the factor group analysis for the P4/nmm
space group, the total irreducible representation of
Raman-active phonon modes above TS is given by Raman =
A1g(xx, yy, zz) + B1g(xx, yy) + 2Eg(xz, yz). For temperatures
below TS, the factor group analysis for the Cmma crystal
symmetry yields in total six Raman-active modes: Raman =
Ag(aa, bb, cc) + B1g(ab) + 2B2g(ac) + 2B3g(bc). For the
symmetry-resolved probe of nematic charge fluctuations and
magnetic excitations, we employ a frequently used scattering
geometry sketched in Fig. 1(a). The B1g (B2g) symmetry is
selectively detected using the cross-polarized incident and
scattered light rotated by 45◦ (without rotation) with respect
to the unit vectors of the tetragonal lattice.
We first identify key signatures of phonons by cool-
ing through the nematic transition. Figure 1(c) presents the
temperature-dependent Raman response of FeSe taken in the
B1g scattering configuration. Here, the Raman spectra are
corrected by the Bose thermal factor [1 − exp(−h¯ω/kBT )]
to obtain the imaginary part of the Raman response function
χ ′′(ω).
At T = 4 K we observe two phonon peaks at 183 and
207 cm−1. The intense peak at 207 cm−1 is assigned to
the B1g mode predicted by the factor group analysis. The
weak, symmetry-forbidden 183-cm−1 mode, assigned to the
Ag symmetry, may appear due to a small misalignment of
the light polarizers with respect to the crystallographic axes.
According to the correlation table, the Ag (B1g) mode of the
low-T orthorhombic phase is correlated with the A1g (B1g)
mode of the high-T tetragonal phase.
With increasing temperature, the phonon modes signif-
icantly broaden and shift to lower frequency. Noticeably,
there appear no new phonon modes through the structural
phase transition, indicative of its subtle character. To detail
the temperature evolution of phonon parameters, the Raman
spectra are fitted to a sum of Voigt profiles. The latter profile
is a convolution of a Gaussian function with a Lorentzian
function where the Gaussian function is invoked due to the
spectral resolution of Raman spectrometer and the Lorentzian
function describes the phonon line broadening.
Shown in Figs. 1(d)–1(i) are the T dependencies of the
extracted phonon frequencies ω(T ), the full widths at half
maximum (FWHM) (T ), and the normalized intensities
I (T ) for the 183- and 207-cm−1 modes. Upon heating from
4 to 300 K, the 183-cm−1 Ag mode, involving out-of-phase
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TABLE I. List of parameters and constants for the anharmonic
phonon-relaxation model.
Mode ω0 A B 0 C D
A1g 184.1 cm−1 −0.837 −0.009 3.8 cm−1 −2.274 0.475
B1g 209.3 cm−1 −1.325 −0.383 1.7 cm−1 0.504 0.162
vibrations of the Se atoms along the c axis, undergoes a
softening by about 3.4 cm−1, which is a typical value expected
for lattice anharmonicities [see Fig. 1(b) for its normal-mode
eigenvector]. In sharp contrast, the 207-cm−1 B1g mode, in-
volving out-of-phase out-of-plane vibrations of the Fe atoms,
displays a huge and remarkable softening by 14 cm−1. This
effect is in accordance with the previous Raman result, which
showed a similar softening by 13 cm−1 [33].
The mode-selective large frequency shift is ascribed to
a phonon-orbital coupling. Upon cooling through the ne-
matic transition, the degenerate dxz and dyz orbitals are split,
thereby giving rise to an orbital order [20]. In consideration
of symmetry, there is no distinction between the B1g and
A1g phonon modes (having similar atomic displacements) in
their biquadratic coupling to the nematic order parameter.
As shown in Fig. 1(b), however, the B1g (A1g) mode in-
volves only an iron (chalcogen) vibration. As a consequence,
the B1g mode is more strongly affected by the variation of
the Fe orbitals than the A1g mode. We recall that such a
mode-specific huge phonon anomaly has been reported in
the orbital-polaron manganite La1−xSrxMnO3, the spin-dimer
system Sr3Cr2O8, as well as in the spin-chain system TiPO4
[38–40]. All these compounds commonly feature pronounced
orbital fluctuations, which evolve to orbital ordering below
room temperature. Thus, the observed large softening of the
B1g mode arises from the phonon energy renormalization via
orbital-phonon coupling.
Further examining the phonon anomalies, the temperature
evolution of ω(T ) and (T ) is described in terms of an
anharmonic model including cubic and quartic phonon decay
processes [41]:
ω(T ) = ω0 + A[1 + 2/(ex − 1)] + B[1 + 3/(ey − 1)
+ 3/(ey − 1)2], (1)
(T ) = 0 + C[1 + 2/(ex − 1)] + D[1 + 3/(ey − 1)
+ 3/(ey − 1)2], (2)
where x = h¯ω0/2kBT , y = h¯ω0/3kBT , and A, B, C, and D
are constants describing the three- and four-phonon decay
processes. Here, ω0 and 0 are the bare frequency and the
residual FWHM of the optical mode at T = 0 K, respectively.
The fitting parameters are listed in Table I. This phonon
anharmonic model seems to provide a reasonable description
of the experimental data, as shown in the solid lines of
Figs. 1(d)–1(h). Importantly, however, we find a significant
contribution of the four-phonon process to the phonon FWHM
and frequency for the 207-cm−1 mode, that is, B/A = 0.289
and D/C = 0.321. Even for the case of the 183-cm−1 mode,
the negative value of C invalidates the anharmonic model.
FIG. 2. (a) Raman response of Fe1.074Te and BaFe2As2 taken
in the B2g symmetry at T = 5 and 50 K, respectively. The data
are taken from Refs. [35] and [43]. (b) Raman response of FeSe
in the B2g symmetry at T = 4 K. (c) Raman response of FeSe in
the B1g symmetry at T = 4 K. The colored shaded areas describe
the decomposition of the Raman response into several components,
including spin, charge, and electronic excitations as discussed in the
text.
Overall, the phonons are subject to strong lattice anharmonic-
ity due to the orbital fluctuations above TS.
We next turn to the T dependence of the normalized inten-
sities I (T ). As plotted in Figs. 1(f) and 1(i), I (T ) decreases
and then forms a broad maximum at TS with decreasing
temperature. In insulating materials, I (T ) is determined by a
change of a dielectric function with respect to the displace-
ment of a normal mode or a modification of band energy.
As the nematic transition accompanies the reconstruction of
the electronic structure, the enhanced I (T ) through TS is sug-
gested to be related to a band reconstruction. The resemblance
between I (T ) and IQES(T ) [see below and Fig. 3(b)], reflecting
a d-wave Pomeranchuk instability of the Fermi surface, lends
further support to this conclusion [34]. In contrast to I (T ), no
discernible changes are detected for ω(T ) and (T ) at TS, sug-
gesting a delicate nature of the Fermi surface reconstruction.
B. Magnetic excitations
Figure 2 compares the T = 4 K χ ′′(ω) of FeSe between the
B1g and B2g symmetry channels in the wide frequency region
of 60−7000 cm−1 (∼7−868 meV) along with the T = 5 K
Fe1.074Te and T = 50 K BaFe2As2 data. We recall that the
previous Raman investigations were limited to an energy be-
low 3600 cm−1. Our high-energy data extending to 7000 cm−1
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convey key information about the underlying nature of diverse
excitations.
As shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), we observe a strongly
symmetry-dependent χ ′′(ω) in the frequency range up to
approximately 3000 cm−1 and a weakly symmetry-dependent
χ ′′(ω) in the higher-frequency range of 3000−7000 cm−1.
The high-frequency excitations (yellowish green shadings)
above 3000 cm−1 are assigned to an electron-hole continuum,
judging from their weak polarization dependence and the
comparison to the BaFe2As2 spectrum. In the energy range
up to approximately 3000 cm−1, the B2g symmetry shows a
prominent scattering cross section that stems from several
components. Following the previous assignment of Massat
et al. [34], the low-energy quasielastic response (yellow
shadings) is ascribed to the ferroquadrupole fluctuations of a
d-wave Pomeranchuk instability and is phenomenologically
modeled by a Drude function χ ′′QES(ω, T ) ∝ ω/(ω2 + 2),
where  is the carrier scattering rate. An asymmetry maxi-
mum centered at 531 cm−1 (purple shading) was controver-
sially interpreted in terms of stripe quadrupole fluctuations or
two-magnon Raman scattering [35,36]. In addition, there are
residual contributions (cadet blue shadings) in the intermedi-
ate frequency range of 500−3000 cm−1, which may be com-
posed of remaining weak electron-hole and spin excitations or
of interband electronic excitations [42].
To separate each component from the total spectrum, we
first fit the quasielastic signal to the above Drude function in
the B1g symmetry where the two-magnon signal is negligible
[see Fig. 2(c)]. Next, the predetermined quasielastic contribu-
tion in the B1g channel is scaled to obtain a smooth spectral
shape of the two-magnon scattering in the B2g channel. As
precise functional forms of the spin excitations are not known,
the lower-energy two-magnon and higher-energy excitation
spectra are approximated by a sum of multiple Lorentzian
lines. The resulting decomposition is marked by color shad-
ings in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c).
To gain further insight into the assignments of χ ′′(ω), the
Raman response of FeSe is compared to that of BaFe2As2
and Fe1.074Te. The Raman data of BaFe2As2 and Fe1.074Te
presented in Fig. 2(a) are taken from Refs. [35,43]. Al-
though Fe(Se, Te) is a metal with itinerant electrons, there
is experimental and theoretical evidence that its low-energy
physics is well captured by localized electrons [44,45].
Fe1.074Te exhibits a broad maximum at ωp = 2300 cm−1
with a low-energy shoulder at 860 cm−1, extending to an
energy of ωcutoff = 6500 cm−1. The well-defined peak is typ-
ical for two-magnon excitations occurring through double
spin-flip processes within the Fleury-Loudon formulation for
Heisenberg-type exchange interactions between the local-
ized spins [43,46]. Compared to Fe1.074Te, BaFe2As2, which
is more weakly correlated than Fe1.074Te, exhibits a much
broader bandwidth with a low-energy peak at about 900 cm−1
and a high-energy featureless maximum at approximately
5000 cm−1, corresponding to the formation of a (π ,0) spin-
density wave and an electron-hole continuum, respectively.
Generically, the spectral form, the polarization depen-
dence, and the peak energy of magnetic Raman excitations
depend on a nature of magnetic moments and magnetic ex-
change interactions of a system. In this regard, the featureless
maximum observed in BaFe2As2 is linked to the (π ,0) spin
fluctuations of a rather itinerant character. With this in mind,
we take a close look at χ ′′(ω) of FeSe. We find that its Raman
spectrum is well separated into a lower-energy excitation
part below 3000 cm−1 and a higher-energy excitation above
3000 cm−1. It is remarkable that the high-energy excitation
resembles χ ′′(ω) of BaFe2As2 with regard to the spectral
shape and peak energy. The weak polarization dependence
in addition to these confirms its more itinerant character. The
pronounced low-energy excitation peak at ωp = 531 cm−1 is
reminiscent of the two-magnon excitation of Fe1.074Te with
a well-defined peak at ωp = 2300 cm−1. The strong support
for the two-magnon interpretation is provided by its marked
polarization dependence between the B1g and B2g scattering
channels. We further note that the well-defined two-magnon
excitation does not necessarily require a long-range magnetic
order unlike the one-magnon mode. As the hole-doped high-
Tc cuprates show, the two-magnon peak is well preserved even
in the presence of short-range spin fluctuations [47]. A dual
character of the spin excitations is not unexpected because the
(π, π ) Néel-type and the (π ,0) stripe-type spin fluctuations
coexist in FeSe [26]. The competing spin fluctuations can
be taken as a signature for strong frustration, which leads to
the strong reduction of the peak energy in FeSe, compared
to Fe1.074Te [48]. We conclude that the two energetically
distinct excitations are associated with the existence of more
delocalized and localized orbitals, corresponding to itinerant
and localized spin excitations.
In the pursuit of the two-magnon interpretation, the tem-
perature evolution of the prominent low-energy excitation
χ ′′2M(ω) with a peak of ωp = 531 cm−1 in the B2g symmetry
is detailed in Fig. 3(a). Here we note that χ ′′2M(ω) is obtained
FIG. 3. (a) Temperature dependence of the putative two-magnon
Raman response χ ′′2M(ω), obtained after subtracting the electronic
and charge contributions. The data are shifted vertically for clar-
ity. The overlaid solid lines are the calculated and scaled two-
magnon Raman spectra from Ref. [35]. (b) Integrated intensity of
the quasielastic response as a function of temperature, IQES(T ). (c)
Temperature evolution of the integrated intensity of the theoretical
(pink triangles) and experimental (green circles) χ ′′2M(ω) data.
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by a subtraction of χ ′′QES(ω) and charge and electronic con-
tributions in the frequency range ω = 60−2000 cm−1. In the
multicomponent decomposition of χ ′′(ω) we cannot com-
pletely exclude some uncertainty. For a cross-check of the
decomposition procedure, we plot the integrated intensity
of χ ′′QES(ω), IQES(T ), in Fig. 3(b). Upon cooling towards
TS, IQES(T ) shows a steady increase, forming its maximum
intensity at about TS, and then drops rapidly. As IQES(T )
is associated with the nematic susceptibility, the critical-like
enhancement at about TS validates the adopted procedure
[34].
Within a local magnetic moment picture, the low-energy
physics of FeSe is captured by the s = 1 J1 − J2 − J3 −
K Heisenberg model where the biquadratic term K tunes
quantum fluctuations [15,16,35,48]. In the phase diagram of
the J1 − J2 − J3 − K model FeSe lies in the intermediate
coupling region (J2/J1 ≈ 0.525−0.555), featuring the strong
frustration. This model parameter gives an explanation of the
gapped stripe and Néel spin fluctuations [15]. Baum et al.
[35] takes a set of of the magnetic parameters (J2 = 0.528 J1,
J3 = 0, and K = 0.1 J1) to compute two-magnon Raman scat-
tering. Considering the technical difficulty of calculating two-
magnon Raman spectra, it is beyond of the scope of the
present work to determine the spin Hamiltonian by fitting
our data. Instead, we compare our T = 4 K data with the
numerically calculated χ ′′2M(ω) [three solid lines in Fig. 3(a)].
In this case, the free parameter is the exchange coupling
constant J1 that can be evaluated by the peak energy relation
ωp ≈ 0.3 J1 [35]. We reach a good match between the theoret-
ical and experimental data with the value of J1 = 221 meV.
It is noteworthy that the energy scale of J1 is comparable
to the high-energy cutoff of spin excitations observed by
neutron scattering measurements [26]. However, the value of
J1 = 221 meV estimated by the magnetic Raman response
is 1.8 times larger than J1 = 123 meV calculated using ab
initio density functional theory [16]. We recall that the peak
energy is given by a function of the ratio J2/J1. When J2/J1
deviates away from 0.5, the peak energy shifts to higher
energy [48]. Thus, J1 = 221 meV puts an upper limit on the
nearest-neighbor exchange constant.
Unlike the T = 4 K χ ′′2M(ω) data, a discrepancy between
experiment and theory becomes sizable at high temperatures.
In Fig. 3(c), we plot the integrated intensity of χ ′′2M(ω),
I2M(T ), vs temperature along with the theoretical data taken
from Ref. [35]. With increasing temperature towards TS,
I2M(T ) tends to increase slightly and then shows a marked
decrease above 100 K. This is in sharp contrast to the cal-
culated data that show little change up to room temperature
[pink triangles in Fig. 3(c)]. Given the large energy scale
of J1 = 221 meV = 2564 K, it is no wonder that the cal-
culated χ ′′2M(ω) undergoes no appreciable thermal damping
and renormalization of the magnetic fluctuations up to room
temperature. This apparent inconsistency does not necessarily
mean the failure of the two-magnon scenario. Noteworthy is
that the splitting energy of 50 meV between the dyz and dxz
orbitals is comparable to the peak energy of ωp = 531 cm−1
[49,50]. Thus, the orbital fluctuations above TS provide a re-
laxation channel, leading to the drastic suppression of I2M(T ).
Another explanation is invoked by the correlation between
FIG. 4. Temperature evolution of subtracted spectra χ ′′(T ) =
χ ′′(T ) − χ ′′(300 K) (a) in B2g symmetry and (b) in B1g symmetry.
The data are vertically shifted for clarity. Temperature dependence of
the integrated χ ′′(T ) for the lower- and higher-frequency intervals
(c) in B2g symmetry and (d) in B1g symmetry, respectively.
the stripe-type spin and quadrupole charge fluctuations [36].
In this case, χ ′′2M(ω) may attain a hybrid nature of spin and
charge excitations.
Lastly, we have a closer look at the temperature evolu-
tion of χ ′′(T, ω) over the entire measured frequency range.
To highlight the small spectral redistribution, we plot the
subtracted spectra χ ′′(T, ω) = χ ′′(T, ω) − χ ′′(300 K, ω) vs
temperature in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) for the B2g symmetry and
the B1g symmetry, respectively. In the B2g symmetry, upon
cooling from 200 K, χ ′′(T, ω) increases appreciably below
3600 cm−1, while changing a spectral form above 3600 cm−1.
This is contrasted with the B1g symmetry’s χ ′′(T, ω), which
shows an increase of the spectral depletion between 600 and
1200−1400 cm−1 and an enhanced spectral weight above
1400 cm−1.
For a quantification of this trend, we present the
temperature dependence of the integrated χ ′′(T, ω),
I (T, [ω1, ω2]) =
∫ ω2
ω1
χ ′′(T, ω)dω, in the two different
frequency intervals in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). In the B2g
symmetry, I (T, [600 cm−1, 3600 cm−1]) displays a
more rapid increase than I (T, [3600 cm−1, 7000 cm−1])
with decreasing temperature. In the B1g symmetry,
I (T, [600 cm−1, 1200 cm−1]) exhibits a steep increase
up to 100 K and then a small drop upon further cooling to
4 K, while I (T, [1400 cm−1, 7000 cm−1]) is in parallel
with the B2g symmetry’s I (T, [600 cm−1, 3600 cm−1]). The
evolution of the depleted spectral weight in the B1g symmetry
with temperature indicates a gap opening in some part of the
Fermi surface.
IV. CONCLUSION
Polarization-resolved Raman spectroscopy has been em-
ployed to elucidate the nature of phonon, spin, charge, and
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orbital dynamics and their mutual couplings in FeSe. The
sufficiently wide frequency range of 60−7000 cm−1 of our
data enables us to probe and distinguish all possible types
of collective excitations. Our results show a large degree
of consistency with the phonon, spin, charge, and electron
excitations previously reported in the literature [33–36]. The
salient point of the present study is the energy separation
observed into strongly symmetry-dependent excitations be-
low 3000 cm−1 and a weakly symmetry-dependent electron-
hole continuum above 3000 cm−1. This gives compelling
evidence for a coexistence of itinerant and localized spins
and electrons. In addition, there are experimental signatures
that phonon, spin, charge, and orbital dynamics are intimately
tied.
First, we observe a large and mode-specific softening of
the 207-cm−1 B1g mode by 14 cm−1 ascribed to orbital-
phonon coupling and in accordance with the out-of-plane Fe
vibrations of this mode.
Second, the prominent low-energy Raman response
χ ′′2M(ω) peak at 531 cm−1 is observed only in B2g symme-
try. The T = 4 K χ ′′2M(ω) data are well reproduced by the
J1 − J2 − K Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian with the magnetic
parameters J1 = 221 meV and J2 = 0.528 J1 and K = 0.1 J1.
However, this two-magnon assignment is questionable due to
the rapid suppression of its scattering intensity for tempera-
tures above TS. One probable account for this inconsistency is
made by a coupling of the stripe spin and quadrupole charge
fluctuations.
Third, the intensities of phonons, quasielastic response,
and two-magnon scattering as a function of temperature bear
resemblance to a broad maximum at TS. This suggests that the
lattice, spin, and nematic dynamics are correlated to the Fermi
surface reconstruction.
In conclusion, FeSe occupies a special position among
the Fe-based superconductors thanks to a dichotomic nature
of involved orbitals and their orbital ordering. The involved
small-energy scales together with the anisotropy in the Bril-
louin zone induce an intertwined coupling of lattice, magnetic,
and structural degrees of freedom and, on the other hand,
features competing spin and electronic fluctuations.
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